


the worms were enclosed in 

iron cases, worked in oil like 

all the other gears throughout 

the mill. 

On the ground floor of 

the screen room the washer 

and whizzer were fixed in a 

concrete tank; the waste water 

was raised by a centrifugal 

pump to the effluent recovery 

plant. On the top floor of the 

screen room an Ageka milling 

separator "did splendid work" 

in removing the ordinary 

loose impurities. The sieves 

of this machine cleaned 

by a novel arrangement of 

travelling brushes, enabling 

finer meshes to be used and 

closer separations to be made.

Four cockle and four barley 

cylinders, together with a re-

cockle and re-barley cylinder 

thoroughly removed 

troublesome impurities. 

The cylinders were driven with bevel gearing and were all exhausted. The air exhaust spouts were connected with 

the feed spouts as the latter entered the head of the cylinders.  

After the wheat had been conditioned and mixed in the desired proportions, it was scoured on an 'Ageka' emery 

scourer. This had a long, revolving emery casing and a strong air current over the whole length of the scouring case, 

so that all particles scoured off were instantly removed from the wheat. The grain was aspirated as it entered the 

scourer and again at the outlet so it left the machine thoroughly cleaned. Specially constructed expansion chambers 

in the scourer separated the heavier particles of the aspiration, saving the dust collector considerable work. An 

Agel<a brush machine corresponding to the scourer gave a finishing polish to the grain which was then sent to the 

clean wheat bins. 

The ground floor of the mill proper held a line of Star detachers and the main line shaft running through from the 

engine house. On the first floor a double row of Ageka four roller mills, gave four breaks. The rolls benefitted 

from careful arrangement of the air flow. Air from the feed hoppers was drawn in with the feed, and was 

circulated round both the feed rolls and the grinding rolls 
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